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EBank: Challenging the Banking Norm 
 

EBank, Namibia’s only branchless bank, is leading the way in transforming the banking 

landscape in Namibia, offering innovative, easy, safe and smart banking solutions for all. 

“Building and launching a branchless bank is true to our vision to be the most accessible bank 

in Namibia” said Mike Mukete, CEO of EBank.  

 

The unique branchless banking model offers access to banking through a wide network of 

reputable retail partners, countrywide. Clients can do basic banking transactions such as 

deposits, withdrawals and making payments for goods or fuel while shopping at an EBank-

enabled retailer. ‘The key to our model is accessible banking for all. Our offering leverages 

internet and mobile technology to deliver cost effective and user-centric banking” continued 

Mukete.  

 

Accessibility for all 

Opening an EBank Easy solution is simple and can be done in minutes, simply by dialling 

*140*140# from any cell phone. Thereafter, all transactions are carried out through a cell phone 

or via the EBank mobi-site (for Smart Phones) or full internet banking. “Globally the cell phone 

is becoming ever-more central to our lives,” explained Mukete, “in Namibia almost everyone 

has a cell phone and our banking model enables our clients to utilise this commodity for their 

everyday banking needs.” 

 

A fundamental trait of EBank’s rising success is its replacement of traditional bank branches 

with retail outlets enabling clients to choose where they bank, whilst doing their shopping. “Our 

aim is to increase the ease at which people can bank and move money around,” highlighted 

Jerry Elago, EBank’s Senior Sales Manager. “W ith our retail partners, every EBank-enabled till 

point becomes an ATM, allowing clients to safely withdraw or deposit money and make 

payments without the long queues or a separate visit to a bank.” EBank’s retail partners 

currently include Woermann Brock Supermarket, Cymot, Agra, selected Engen Quick shops 

and various other retailers nationwide. EBank currently has a network of 116 retail outlets 

countrywide, with that number planned for expansion in the near future.  
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“It took me 2 minutes to get the help I needed while in other banks I always stood in a queue for 

hours,” declares Alexandrina, an EBank client. 

 

Another significant benefit of the retail outlet model is its high level of security for clients. 

Banking in a store offers a closed, secure environment and is not as exposed as an ATM out 

on the street front.  

 

Affordable banking 

The EBank Easy and EBank Smart solutions offer easy to open bank accounts with no opening 

deposit, no minimum balance requirement and very low fees per transaction. “The purpose of 

every bank should be economic enablement and empowerment of the citizens in that country. 

Our vision is to facilitate financial inclusion for all through low cost accounts,” affirms Elago. 

Mukete corroborated, “We aim to alter the landscape of financial services in Namibia by 

dramatically increasing the percentage of clients with access to formal banking facilities; this 

can only be done through accessible, safe and affordable banking.”  
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